Kodak Ektacolor Edge Paper is a world-class consumer true photo paper. Kodak’s latest, leading-edge paper emulsion technology enables long-lasting prints and enlargements making it a great choice for consumers seeking prints for their everyday shots. Edge Paper combines bright, vibrant colors with flattering skin tones making it a distinctive true photo paper with exceptional dynamic range and detail. The eye-catching gray backprint identifies Ektacolor Edge Paper as a Kodak branded world-class true photo paper.

Key Features:
- Rich, prestigious-feeling, quality prints
- Bold, bright colors
- Exceptional process robustness and consistency
- Prominent Kodak backprint
# Kodak Ektacolor Edge Paper

## Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Large color gamut; saturated colors | • Rich, bright, compelling colors  
| | • Vibrant greens and blues |
| Excellent flesh tone reproduction | • Natural-looking skin tones  
| | • True-to-life prints |
| Wide tone scale | • Pleasing flesh to neutral; warm highlights  
| | • Fine detail in highlights and shadows |
| State-of-the-art image stability | • Bold, bright colors that last a lifetime before noticeable fading in typical home display  
| | • Over 200 years before noticeable fading in the most common home dark storage conditions |
| Distinctive Kodak paper backprint | • Paper is manufactured to the highest standards |

## Availability

This paper is available in a variety of roll sizes in E (lustre) and F (glossy) surfaces.

## More Information

**Edge Paper** is designed for processing in Process RA-4 Kodak Ektacolor RA Chemicals for large processors, and with single-part Kodak Ektacolorprime LORR, Kodak Ektacolor SM, and Kodak Ektacolor Processing Cartridge 111 Chemicals in minilab processors.

---

**Kodak Paper** backprint visibly identifies it as a paper tailored for professional results.

For more information on the full range of Kodak Professional Products visit [www.kodakalaris.com/go/professional](http://www.kodakalaris.com/go/professional) or contact the Kodak Alaris representative in your country.